Precision cell signaling activities of reactive electrophilic species (RES) are arguably among the most poorly-understood means to transmit biological messages. Latest research implicates native RES to be a chemically-distinct subset of endogenous redox signals that influence cell decision making through non-enzyme-assisted modifications of specific proteins. Yet, fundamental questions remain regarding the role of RES as bona fide second messengers. Here, we lay out three sets of criteria we feel need to be met for RES to be considered as true cellular signals that directly mediate information transfer by modifying "first-responding" sensor proteins. We critically assess the available evidence and define the extent to which each criterion has been fulfilled. Finally, we offer some ideas on the future trajectories of the electrophile signaling field taking inspiration from work that has been done to understand canonical signaling mediators. Also see the video abstract here: https://youtu.be/rG7o0clVP0c.
Introduction
Coordination of cellular responses is an inordinate task. The human genome contains over 20 000 protein-coding genes, and each gene product has, on average, 10 modified forms. [1, 2] Although many of these genes are not strictly essential, it is likely that each gene contributes to a peak healthy state. For instance, the number of haploinsufficient genes appears to have been significantly underestimated. [3, 4] Conversely, misregulation of any protein can, in principal, directly lead to diseased states. It is therefore unsurprising that a significant portion of our genome (at least 10%) regulates communication and interaction between different proteins and the pathways they control. These proteins/ enzymes coordinate, among other important responses, changes in cell cycle, upregulation of defense pathways, and promotion of cell death when a cell has outlived its usefulness or it has become a threat to the organism as a whole. The cell uses various different modifications to write specific codes that ultimately coordinate sophisticated responses. Common codes include small-molecule modifications, like phosphate, acetate, and methyl, and also small proteins such as ubiquitin and SUMO.
Canonical signals are "written" by specific enzymes that receive and relay intra-and/or extracellular cues to ultimately marshal specific responses. Signals can be passed from one protein to another while maintaining the type of modification (e.g., in MAP-kinase signaling cascades), or they can be exchanged (e.g., glycogen synthase kinase 3β-controlled β-TRCPdependent Nrf2 ubiquitination). [5] Thus, these signaling activities are exquisitely regulated and intertwined. For instance, classical ubiquitination pathways are controlled by about 1000 proteins altogether: classes of these proteins include three groups of ubiquitinating enzymes (activating, conjugating, and ligases) that act sequentially to direct ubiquitin to a specific protein, and deubiquitinases (DUBs) that proofread these ubiquitination events and correct for errors. Ubiquitination can happen multiple times on the same protein, creating either polyubiquitin chains or a protein with multiple single ubiquitination sites. Once ubiquitinated, depending on the specific residue modified and the nature of the polyubiquitin linkages, proteins can change location, alter their activity/function, or be degraded, among various other possible outcomes. Biochemical, structural, and systems biology understanding has proven to be critical to unravel the "trade secrets" of these pathways: specific ubiquitination sites regulated by specific conjugating enzymes have been identified; functional ramifications have been assigned to linkages; recruitment factors are also known. A similar complexity is appreciated for kinase cascades and other forms of canonical signaling codes ( Figure 1 ). [6] 
Biological Processes are Uniquely Complex
This complex level of orchestration at a molecular level is unique to life processes. But this level of organization is not unlike the way a multi-national company or a group of nations, such as the European Union, operates. In these organizations, multiple parallel and intersecting units have to communicate and coordinate to ensure that the whole organization functions cohesively to achieve specific goals. In such an analogy, the different signaling codes in a cell would be represented by different languages used by member countries; yet, languages are not only spoken and written: subtle inflections/gesticulations/signals help us to convey our messages. To function in a society or multinational organization, one must understand these nuanced aspects. Are there parallels in cellular communication?
There are aspects of cellular signaling that may be akin to idioms. Redox signaling is an emerging field where it is proposed that ostensibly non-specifically reactive molecules are used by cells to propagate signals that appear to be essential for fitness. There is, for instance, significant evidence that reactive oxygen species (ROS; Figure 2 ) act as cellular-information brokers. These transient signals function in numerous pathways including neutrophil migration, [7] lifespan extension, [8] and cell differentiation. [9] However, elevation in ROS levels can contribute to several disease states, including driving proliferation in cancer. [10] This is at first glance surprising: ROS are typically considered bad for us, so why would any cell (healthy or otherwise) use ROS as a signal? This paradox is likely explained by the fact that ROS are unavoidable because of respiration, environmental oxygen, and the abundance of redox-active metals in cells, among other factors. Thus, cells need a way to sense and respond to ROS and one simple way to do this is through chemical reaction with specific proteins. The jury is still out as to whether ROS signaling pathways proceed via (1) direct modification of multiple "bystander" proteins; and/or (2) through modification of a few dedicated "professional sentinels" that then propagate the signal. [11, 12] Proposed sentinels include peroxiredoxins, enzymes that have close to diffusion-controlled reaction kinetics with peroxide [13] (a 10 8 -fold rate-enhancement relative to that of cysteine with peroxide). These sentinels then propagate the message by oxidizing downstream proteins (changing of hands of information [14] ). In either case, ROS is the initial starting point of the message, even if "go-betweens" are required. In the "sentinel model," most of the downstream signaling orchestration is enzymatic, i.e., the sentinels act as "translators" for ROS-based signals and these sentinels "spread the word" to other downstream proteins through their own intrinsic associations. As discussed in our other perspectives, [14] [15] [16] this model is possible for ROS-modification as disulfides and free thiols can be interchanged in a seemingly enthalpy-neutral process. [17, 18] Ultimately, one of the proteins in this ROS-cascade must translate the ROS-modification to another line of canonical cellular communication such as kinase or ubiquitin signaling. For instance, oxidation of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) by ROS enhances its kinase activity; [19] several ubiquitin specific proteases and ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase enzymes are inactivated upon oxidation by ROS. [20] However, in general, there could be several exchange steps prior to this information transfer. Importantly, ROS-modification is generally reversible, so ROSsignaling proteins can be turned off efficiently by reduction. Several elaborate mechanisms have been identified to regulate reduction of oxidized signaling proteins. [21] [22] [23] www.advancedsciencenews.com www.bioessays-journal.com
Cells can Use Reactive Species for Communication
The fundamental importance of ROS-signaling sets a key precedent that the cell can harness reactive, seeminglydestructive molecules for signaling, turning a weakness into an advantage. There are several other classes of reactive redoxlinked small signaling mediators that are generated endogenously. These include reactive nitrogen species (RNS) and reactive electrophilic species (RES) (Figure 2 ). RNS-protein adducts have been observed experimentally, [24] and these signaling events are involved in vasodilation, [25] cGMP production, [26] and apoptosis regulation, [27] among others. [28] RES are among the most prevalent native reactive signals. RES, such as the prototypical electrophile 4-hydroxynonenal (HNE), are derived from polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) either during non-enzymatic peroxidation, or under specifically-choreographed conditions catalyzed by enzymes, such as cyclooxygenase (COX) and Lipoxygenase (LOX). COX enzymes are upregulated by several reactive species [29] including peroxide [30] and nitric oxide. [31] Thus, RES levels are intrinsically elevated upon ROS-upregulation. However, RES have unique characteristics that distinguish them from ROS. Electrophilic enal/enone-derived RES are known to adduct proteins and endogenous nucleophilic species like glutathione (GSH) in cells and in purified systems, typically under conditions of excess RES exposure. However, unlike ROS, where specific proteins undergo a 10 8 -fold rate-enhancement relative to the background conjugation rate (%1 M À1 s
À1
), RES metabolism is dominated by the various classes of glutathione-S-transferases (GSTs), [32] enzymes that accelerate HNE degradation by 10 ). [33] GSTs are abundant, but are unevenly distributed in cells. Assuming GSTs dominate RES-metabolism, [34] RES are degraded relatively slowly in cells. Thus, it is likely that to behave as effective signal transducers, kinetically-privileged RES-sensor proteins do not have to sense RES as effectively as privileged ROS-sensors must sense ROS. Obviously, distribution of different GSTs may also affect RES-signaling burdens in cells, [35] just like differential distribution of ROS-sensors can for ROS-signaling. However, this heterogeneity is not currently addressable.
Nevertheless, consistent with the above discussion, experimental evidence on the whole points to RES being more mobile and longer-lived in cells than ROS. [36] [37] [38] Indeed, protein-RES adducts have been isolated from blood of healthy subjects, [39, 40] patient samples, [41, 42] and model organisms, [43] indicating that RESadducted proteins are physiologically accessible. However, precise quantitation of "target occupancy" under these "native" conditions remains almost entirely unknown. Fortunately, several endogenous RES function through mechanisms that require electrophilic adduction, such as 15-deoxy-Δ 12, 14 -prostaglandin J 2 (15-d-Δ 12,14 -PGJ2; Figure 2 ). [44] Furthermore, different RES are associated with different responses, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] indicating that the RES chemotype itself influences cellular decision-making. However, this correlation certainly does not prove that RES make a necessary contribution to wellness or disease. It is our goal in this essay to critically evaluate the arguments for and against electrophile signaling as a bona fide mode of cellular communication. Importantly, progress has been hampered because traditional methods to assess targets (knockout/gene manipulation) are not readily applicable to study of RES/ ROS signaling because these are pleotropic signals and controlling their release/localization/duration is difficult. We will discuss how the field has dealt with these issues below. Although it is proper to group RES-and ROS-signaling together in some instances, there are several aspects of RES as signaling mediators that render them distinct from ROS signals:
RES signals typically cannot change hands/interconvert (unlike ROS-signals). This means that the protein modified by RES must be able to directly translate RES-signals to another form of cellular communication. Thus, RES-sensor proteins need to both sense (react rapidly with) RES and translate RESsignals into other canonical signaling codes (such as phosphate, [51] ubiquitin, [52] etc.). Aside from a few exceptions (mainly involving RES-modified lysine residues), [48, [53] [54] [55] [56] RES-modification is largely irreversible (or at least relatively long-lived; half-life of HNEylated protein in cells >4 h), [54] and signaling can likely only be turned off by www.advancedsciencenews.com www.bioessays-journal.com degradation of the RES-modified protein. [57] Thus, unlike reversible ROS-modifications, RES-modifications are likely to have prolonged impacts on downstream pathways. RES are much longer lived in cells than ROS. [36] [37] [38] 
Thresholds that Must be Passed to Establish RES as a Biological Signal
With this perspective, we propose that there are three thresholds that must be traversed for RES to be established as a bona fide means of cellular communication: [58] ), and general irreversibility of RES modifications further hampers measurement efforts. Hence these methods are not dynamic (Cf. genetically-encoded ROS-sensors [58, 59] ) and can only give a cumulative measurement of RES present over a given period. Furthermore, studies of RES largely rely upon whole-cell/organism RES-treatment at RES-concentrations likely not readily attainable in cells. The issue with RES in particular is that once a RES has adducted a protein, another molecule of RES from the bulk media (under typical experimental conditions, an effectively inexhaustible supply of RES) can enter the cell. Thus, the effective concentration of RES in cells can be much higher than predicted based on what is present in the media. Similar effects have been reported in whole organisms. [60] Furthermore, it is important to try to link target-specific occupancy of RES-modification to target-specific phenotypic output in addressing RES signaling events. This is because the lower the occupancy required to sufficiently elicit phenotypically-relevant responses, the more likely it is that a signaling response could be elicited under "physiological" signaling conditions. It is also critical that experiments are performed under electrophile-limited conditions. Figure 2 ). [44] This endogenously-produced prostaglandin-present at nanomolar concentrations in 3T3-L1 cells [62] -can function as an agonist of PPARγ, a protein that regulates adipocyte differentiation and controls glucose levels. [63] However, 15-d-Δ 12,14 -PGJ2 also forms electrophilic adducts to other proteins, such as Keap1, [44] GSTs, [64] and thioredoxin. [65] It has been postulated that this covalent interactome may explain some properties unique to 15-d-Δ 12,14 -PGJ2, including antioxidant response (AR) upregulation. [44] However, micromolar concentrations of exogenous 15-d-Δ 12,14 -PGJ2 are required for these responses to be observed. [44] Obviously, there is an unsatisfying discrepancy between "accessible concentrations" in cells and what is required experimentally to observe a phenotype.
These issues have been addressed by some very careful experiments from the Yamamoto lab. [66] This group used shear stress as a means to induce AR ( Figure 3) . Under certain conditions, AR upregulation was shown to be both Nrf2 and COX2 dependent. As mentioned, 15-d-Δ 12,14 -PGJ2 modifies Keap1, the cytosolic gatekeeper of Nrf2/AR. Thus, a simple interpretation of these data is that COX2-mediated generation of 15-d-Δ 12,14 -PGJ2 upon shear stress modifies Keap1, thereby eliciting AR. However, this reasoning does not take into consideration the fact that NO and various ROS (Figure 3 ) can also be generated under shear stress [67] and these species can also modify Keap1. This model also neglects other "unknowns" caused by shear stress. Thus, despite the strong evidence for the dependence on specific genes, underlying reasons as to why a specific pathway is selectively activated are less clear-cut. Given the confounding data from these experiments, focus has turned to identifying proteins modified by RES.
Proteomic Studies Identify Efficient RES Sensors; RES Modification of These Proteins Affects Activity in Vitro
Continued inspirational work from many pioneering contributors has established that some proteins are uniquely sensitive to RES modification. Intriguingly, these experiments were carried out in different ways. One simple proteomic approach involves treatment of cells or lysates with an alkynylated RES such as HNE or 4-oxononenal (ONE). The proteome is digested and the modified peptides are biotinylated using Click chemistry, enriched, and identified by mass spectrometry. [53] [54] [55] 68] Isotopic labeling of the biotin tag allows for comparison between multiple treatment conditions. An alternative proteomic approach is the ground-breaking mass spectrometry-based "competitive activity-based protein profiling (ABPP)" method. This method uses a reporter electrophile such as iodoacetamide to assay the reactivity of 800-2000 specific cysteines. The method follows a simple regimen ( Figure 4) : pretreatment of cells or lysates/homogenates with a user-defined RES of interest (such as HNE) "caps" reactive cysteines; subsequent treatment with the reporter electrophile (such as iodoacetamide) then labels remaining (iodoacetamide-reactive) cysteines. When compared to a parallel experimental set treated with reporter electrophile, but not the RES, RES-modified proteins are identified by loss of reporter labeling. This powerful method thus allows high-throughput, albeit indirect, identification of proteins uniquely sensitive to a given RES. In vitro, these modifications were found to modulate activity of RES-sensitive proteins. [69] This observation makes a strong case that these sensor proteins are tuned to react quickly with RES and engender a functional impact. But such data cannot rule out that RES modifications of other proteins change the functions of multiple proteins triggering an ensemble response. However, providing a specific protein is inherently sensitive over the global proteome, and assuming high-occupancy labeling can be obtained (as must occur to score as a hit in ABPP system), selective pathway modulation can nonetheless occur. If we put the in vitro and the bolus RES dosing data together, we get a strong hint that RES modifications could be modulating specific signaling pathways.
Despite the broad applicability of these approaches, limitations exist due to indirect nature of the set-up combined with the non-enzymatic nature of RES modifications (Figure 1 ). Significant challenges arise from inherent toxicity/reactivity/ metabolic activity of RES themselves along with the limited scope in addressing spatiotemporal nuances of RES signaling following bulk RES exposure of cells/animals or lysates. These can muddy functional validations of identified targets and could confound conclusions. ABPP assumes that there is a linear relationship between occupancy and phenotypic output. If this were the case, some proteins would have to have hugely elevated RES-conjugation rates relative to the bulk, to be able to selectively intercept RES and achieve high occupancy (assuming that the target is not a haploinsufficient gene). One challenge in iodoacetamide-based ABPP is associated with the general constraint of RES target identification to cysteine conjugation. Reactive RES like ONE may target residues other than cysteine. Native RES such as HNE modify protein lysine and histidine residues in addition to cysteines. [15] Recently reported proxy probes that can profile lysine residues have begun to address this general challenge. [70] However, in light of seminal studies by many laboratories on ROS-signaling [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] and our own work with on-target RESsignaling [14] [15] [16] 51, 52, [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] discussed below, it is likely that phenotypically-relevant outputs may occur at low occupancy. Furthermore, the competitive ABPP-method intrinsically www.advancedsciencenews.com www.bioessays-journal.com assumes that the targets of iodoacetamide (the reporter electrophile) and the RES are the same (although, chemically, iodoacetamide is an sp 3 -hybridized electrophile, whereas Michael-acceptor-based RES-the largest class of RES in mammalian systems-are sp 2 -hybridized; thus their reactivity and "nucleophile-electrophile matching" [16] likely differ). This assumption may result in lack of scoring for some sensorproteins that are reactive to the RES of interest but not reactive to the reporter-electrophile (Figure 4) .
Recently, a variation on competitive ABPP has emerged that does not rely on a reporter electrophile. This method uses an aminooxy probe to label RES-modified proteins through the carbonyl moiety remaining post-RES adduction. [95] One attractive feature of this approach is its expanded scope of electrophile adduct detection: in contrast to "classic" ABPP where reactivity of the reporter electrophile limits detection of hits to cysteine adducts, this method can also detect lysine and histidine adducts. Overall, this method provides a more direct readout than the reporter-electrophile method. However, one limitation of this strategy is its reliance on the presence of a carbonyl post RES adduction: we and others have observed reduction of the carbonyl, likely post-cysteine conjugation, in intact cells. [88, 89, 91, 96] 
Passing Threshold 2. Specificity and Sufficiency-Can RES-Modification of a Target Protein at Low-Occupancy Sufficiently Drive a Signaling Output Against a Largely Non-Modified Cellular Backdrop?
We were intrigued by these thought-provoking seminal experiments, and resolved to investigate RES signaling in living systems at a level of specificity, timing, dosage, and resolution previously inaccessible. To this end, we developed a method to shepherd a specific RES to a specific-typically-overexpressedprotein of interest (POI) in cells/whole-organisms, allowing RES-sensitivity of a specific POI to be individually assayed in vivo. The method works by a novel exploitation of Class II proximity-enhancement [90] that allows for "pseudo-intramolecular" delivery of a native diffusible and reactive RES in situ ( Figure 5) . Critically, the method is both self-limiting (i.e., RES is supplied maximally at concentrations equal to the POI) and is more or less independent of POI-expression (similar results are obtained in various models-fish, [51, 52] worms, [93, 97] and cultured cells [51, 52, [87] [88] [89] 91, 92, 94] -wherein transgene expression ranges from close to endogenous levels to several fold in excess), allowing association kinetics to be ranked fairly across different proteins.
T-REX in Living Systems Directly Identifies Specific "First-Responding" RES-Sensors Whose Discrete Modification Sufficiently Drives Functional Redox Responsivity
Briefly, T-REX is based on expression of a functional Halotagged-POI and the design of a bioinert cell/fish/wormpermeable small-molecule photocaged precursor to a given RES. The Halo-protein-tag reacts irreversibly and highly specifically with an alkylchloride that is built into the photocaged RES, resulting in a Halo-POI:photocaged-RES covalent complex in a 1:1 ratio in vivo following probe wash out. Upon light exposure, the RES is rapidly liberated in the vicinity of the POI, giving the POI first refusal for covalent conjugation to the RES prior to its diffusion ( Figure 5 ).
During conception of the project, we postulated that unless reaction occurred through the initial encounter complex formed post photouncaging, there would be no labeling of the POI as there are 200 000 unique cysteines (a concentration of 1-10 mM protein cysteines in cells) within the human proteome, [16] and large amounts (around 1-10 mM at least) of free small-molecule thiols such as GSH. This postulate ultimately proved to be almost entirely correct. The use of Halo-tag is not always optimal: for each POI, it must be shown that Halo-tagging generally does not affect protein function. To further validate that the sensors identified by T-REX are genuine first-responders, our most-recently-completed studies have recapitulated HNE-sensitivity of some targets using bulk RES-exposure of live specimens under low RES-doses and short treatment-periods. [52, 94] Our published work has also demonstrated that the extent of covalent RES modification is not affected whether Halo resides on the C-or N-terminus of the POI, [91] consistent with the encounter complex adduction versus diffusion concept ( Figure 5 ). www.advancedsciencenews.com www.bioessays-journal.com Following non-invasive treatment of these living systems with a HaloTag-targetable bioinert cell/organism-permeable photocaged precursor to a given RES, a 1:1 covalent complex of Halo:photocaged-RES is achieved. Photouncaging following washing away of excess probe liberates the RES (in an amount stoichiometric to POI) in the immediate vicinity of the POI, resulting in the formation of an "encounter complex" (blue shell). The POI is given first refusal of the RES and competition between native reactivity of the POI to a specific RES and native diffusivity of the RES is allowed for. Provided the POI is a bona fide sensor able to react rapidly with the RES before its diffusion, fractional target occupancy is achieved between a specific RES-chemotype and a specific POI. If this occupancy fulfills biological sufficiency, T-REX enables on-target functional redox response to be measured in real time in living systems.
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The first protein on which we road-tested the T-REX idea was Keap1. [87] [88] [89] 91, 93] Substiochiometric RES modification of HaloKeap1 under T-REX conditions led to a Keap1-specific ARactivation. [88, 89, 91] Critically, if the Halo and Keap1 were expressed separately (i.e., non-fused), neither modification of Keap1 nor AR-activation was observed. This result proves that low-occupancy Keap1-specific modification through "pseudointramolecular" RES-delivery was the sole pathway responsible for AR activation. Of note, the overexpression system gives %5 μM Halo-Keap1 (or Halo); yielding the maximum theoretical amount of RES liberated around 5 μM.
[52] Thus, RES not reacting with Keap1 is likely captured by GSH or other protein cysteines. The fact that no pathway activation was measurable in the nonfused system [88, 89, 91] demonstrates that occupancy of RES averaged over the background cysteome is not sufficient to drive AR activation. GSH:GSSG ratio, cell viability, and other stress-sensitive pathways were not affected by the T-REX system, [88, 89, 91] in stark contrast to bolus RES-exposure methods. We also demonstrated the tolerance of this platform to live C. elegans, [93, 97] opening up new avenues to study lifespan regulation in this validated model organism with previouslyinaccessible resolution.
To further document that on-target RES-modifications are sufficient drivers of functional signaling responses, we validated T-REX in another established redox-sensitive pathway involving the PTEN-redox-sensor. [87, 91] T-REX coupled with established knockdown methods also uncovered redox-dependent pathway crosstalk hidden under conditions of bolus RES administration. [92] More recently, we identified Akt3 as a novel electrophile sensor in a medium-throughput screen. [51] HNE delivery to Akt3 led to downregulation of downstream signaling pathways. We also examined signaling in live zebrafish embryos, where the expression level of Halo-Akt3 is similar to that of the endogenous protein. HNEylation labeling of Akt3 (delivery efficiency of about 20%; 12% occupancy) and downstream signaling responses were observed, further substantiating that T-REX is unaffected by POI-expression-levels. A cysteine to serine mutation, that rendered Akt3 RES-sensing-defective but otherwise functional, ablated both labeling and downstream phenotypes, underscoring the necessity of specific RES modification events to drive signaling. Of broader importance, in both fish and cells, a significantly greater degree of pathway modulation was observed than would have been expected based on RES-POI occupancy alone. We thus concluded that RESsignaling elicited dominant effects on signaling pathways. Indeed, Akt-enzymes manifest dominant-negative signaling functions. [98, 99] Our latest work that combines studies using isolated proteins and in cells and fish has identified what transpired to be further examples of privileged-and noncatalytically-essential-protein-cysteines wherein low-occupancy modifications are functionally significant [52, 94] and capable of accommodating signaling crosstalk. [52] Although T-REX is not ideal, the extension to fish and worms, and the careful deployment of "non-fused" protein controls and sensing-defective functional mutants collectively make a strong argument that quasi-endogenous levels of RES can label POIs provided they are first responders to the RES in question. Thus, the 2nd Threshold has been passed. However, as RES concentrations in the cell are unknown, and second-order rates are proportional to both RES and target sensor-protein(s), it is presently unclear how T-REX data directly commute to endogenous sensing.
Is Native RES up to the Task of Labeling Endogenous Sensors?
It is becoming increasingly clear that context is important for effective ROS-sensing. The best ROS-scavengers in the cell are relatively abundant and have near diffusion-controlled reaction rates with ROS (10 8 M À1 s À1 ). [100] However, putative ROSsignaling sensors have second-order rate constants likely very much slower than this (often quoted around 10 2 M À1 s À1 ). [12, 19] Unsurprisingly, the multi-target model of ROS-sensing [15] requires local depletion of cellular ROS-sensing sentinels to allow less-efficient sensors to catch up. The local sentinel depletion is typically suggested to occur through oxidation of sensing sentinels, but there are a few examples of inactivation of sentinels, such as peroxiredoxin I (by phosphorylation during redox signaling). [101] Of course, given the ability to change hands (Figure 1 ), ROS does not have to hit its intended target first, thus second-order reaction rates with ROS may not be wholly relevant for postulated ROS "sensors" like EGFR (second-order rate constant for oxidation by H 2 O 2 > 10 2 M À1 s À1 ). [19] But as outlined above, RES is different. Once a protein is modified, the RES is largely "stuck," and regardless of reversibility, a changing-of-hands mechanism is much-lessreadily envisioned because a free RES must be generated to allow re-conjugation. Thus, privileged RES-sensors are likely always the first point-of-contact with the RES, and enzymatic assistance is not required for sensing.
Nevertheless, ABPP and T-REX give some clues that endogenous sensing is likely possible. Both methods can function under RES-limited conditions, yet labeling of proteins occurs selectively and efficiently. T-REX forces an encounter complex ( Figure 5 ) and asks whether a given protein will be modified by RES and at what frequency. For instance, a 60% delivery efficiency means that if the protein sees RES, there is a very high chance of labeling. Yet a very high chance does not mean that labeling can occur naturally and it does not mean that a threshold required to trigger signaling will be cleared endogenously, even if there are amplification effects at play. Furthermore, it is currently unknown how this T-REX delivery efficiency parameter correlates with second-order reaction kinetics between RES and the POI.
Could We Ever Pass Threshold 3: Functionality and Physiology?
Several syllogisms can lead to the conclusion that RES performs such a function. Arguably the most powerful is: the cell is exposed to "some" RES endogenously; RES can modify proteins; RES-modification leads to modulation of some significant pathways; and some of these modulations require only low occupancy. Thus, sensor proteins have likely evolved spontaneously to sense RES, and therefore, it is likely that such www.advancedsciencenews.com www.bioessays-journal.com responses are occurring in the cell. It has certainly been postulated that ROS-sensing has had a hand in protein and organelle evolution. [102] [103] [104] Furthermore, we have traced the evolutionary tree of various Akts and shown that the RESsensing cysteine in Akt3 is present in all Akt3s from fish to mammals. [16, 51] The dominant-negative effects we have outlined above, in our opinion, serve to strengthen this line of reasoning, as many modifications of proteins (such as by conventional drugs) do not follow this sort of behavior. However, these observations are a far cry from clear experimental proof.
There are several methods that may be able to unequivocally prove redox signaling at endogenous proteins is a "real" phenomenon. Halo knock-in lines could prove to be very useful. Such lines could be created in fish or C. elegans, both of which are compatible with T-REX. [51, 52, 93, 97] As we and many laboratories have independently shown, many RES sensors have specific RES-sensor cysteines that are themselves kinetically-privileged to react with RES. Thus, use of Halofusion POIs with privileged-cysteine to serine mutations-such as in Akt3 case wherein the mutant exhibits hypomorphism of RES-sensing-would be an ideal control, provided the sensingdefective mutation does not affect folding/activity/localization/ ground-state regulation.
Selectivity may be Critical for Proof of Binding
One of the classic aspects of biological systems is their unique and often unexpected chemo-and regioselectivity. Early reports of the RES-sensor glutathione reductase (GSR) stated that this protein is HNE sensitive, as GSR activity was inhibited by HNE. [94, 105] However, the same protein is not able to react with 2-oxoaldehydes, RES with higher electrophilicity than HNE. More recent reports reflect this finding on a global scale: in both THP-1 and RKO cells, the target spectra of HNE and 4-oxononenal (ONE; Figure 2 ) differ significantly, with 30% of targets on average modified by only one of the RES. Interestingly, the more electrophilic ONE modifies fewer targets overall in both cell types. [68] Making the sweeping assumption that modifications by HNE and ONE are both limited by protein targets, and not by permeability/stability/ subcellular distribution/adduct stabilities, these data indicate that many proteins may show preference for specific RES. Such chemoselectivity that bucks the chemically-expected trend is strongly indicative of a biological recognition process. Additionally, chirality (i.e., enantioselectivity) is the hallmark of biological materials. [106] Reports have surfaced that that different enantiomers of HNE elicit widely different phenotypes in mouse hepatocytes, depending on which pathway is investigated. [107] [108] [109] One simple interpretation of this result is that there is a significantly different protein target profile between the two different enantiomers of HNE. Indeed, GAPDH shows preference for inhibition by the (S)-enantiomer of HNE. [110] Understanding the specific proteins and sensing mechanisms involved in these putative enantioselective processes may help not only identify privileged sensors, but prove that proteins have evolved to sense specific RES.
Genetics May Ultimately Help to Provide a Framework to Understand Origins of RES-Signaling and Through Which to Explain/Predict RES Sensors
The kinase field has benefited from investigation of evolutionary history. We and others have started to look at sequence motifs, phylogeny, and structure of RES sensors. [16, 52, 94, 96] Unfortunately, as of right now there are too few bona fide privilegedsensors to make any solid conclusions. What is clear though is that cysteines that sense RES are strongly conserved. However, cysteines are quite highly conserved in general, so this argument does not, on its own, sound particularly compelling. Interestingly, the RES-sensing cysteine of Akt3 is more stronglyconserved than the ROS-sensing cysteine of Akt2. [16] However, how this transmutes to other proteins is unknown. With the opening of the study of RES-sensing by T-REX in worms [93, 97] and zebrafish [51, 52] (the former being a quite distant ancestor of humans and the latter an organism that recently underwent a whole-genome duplication), it is possible that more phylogenetic information can be derived. Only time will tell how useful these model systems will be as mines for functional sensors and springboards to new information.
If we draw on analogy from the kinase playbook, we can postulate how such snapshots of evolution may help us understand RES-sensing. We can envision a hypothetical scenario wherein a bulky hydrophobic residue (e.g., tryptophan) on a genetically-duplicated POI mutates to a cysteine (a single base pair mutation), leaving the mutant POI of low or no activity ( Figure 6 ). It is likely that due to change of the bulky hydrophobic residue to cysteine, there is already a vacant hydrophobic pocket rendering this mutant able to accommodate a hydrophobicchain extension (e.g., from a RES such as HNE) on the new cysteine. The evolution of a protein containing a RES-binding site in proximity to a cysteine certainly could lead to a privileged sensing behavior, especially if subsequent mutations affected, for instance, pK a of the cysteine. Since RES-modified cysteine could potentially fill the void left by tryptophan, such a modification could chemically complement the loss of tryptophan and restore lost/diminished function. Thus, a RESdependent function is created. One prediction of this model is that mutation of a RES-sensor cysteine to a bulky hydrophobic residue may recapitulate some of the phenotypes associated with RES modification, just like serine to aspartate mutations can turn on activity of proteins activated by phosphorylation. Conversely, identifying phylogenetic changes from large bulky residues to cysteine across evolution may be a good way to mine the genome for sensor cysteines. Success of these (or likely more refined) predictions would form a sound basis for establishing that RES, as bona fide signaling molecules, have shaped evolution of individual sensors.
Do We Need to Pass Through Threshold 3 for RES-Sensing to be of Use?
The theoretical aspects of RES-sensing are intellectually stimulating, technically challenging, and of fundamental importance. However, RES have a very practical application www.advancedsciencenews.com www.bioessays-journal.com that as academics we must not ignore. The drug community widely appreciates the importance of covalent inhibitors. Most of the recent rationally-designed covalent inhibitors target specific reactive cysteines. [16] Intriguingly, many of the reactive appendages on electrophilic drugs resemble natural RES-motifs ( Figure 2) . We have thus postulated that RES-sensitive proteins are natural resources for covalent drug development. [16] The Cravatt laboratory has pioneered elegant methods to identify what they term "ligandable" cysteines, or cysteines that lie proximal to ligand-binding pockets suitable for modification. [111] Regardless of the method of identification, a link to function and the ability to (semi)selectively target a POI by any given RESbased-molecule are sufficient to open new avenues for drug discovery. Thus, it is paramount that RES-sensors be identified and new ligands investigated.
Conclusion
For much of their history, RES have been an enigma to the scientific community due to their inherent reactivity and toxicity at high doses. However, it is now clear that these reactive signals are essential for cellular and organismal fitness, and mounting evidence collectively presents a strong case that the cell has harnessed RES as bona fide signaling messengers. Threshold 1 has been passed by pioneering experiments in the electrophile signaling field that have linked the generation of RES to signaling responses. Along with more recent powerful approaches to profile reactive cysteines on a global scale, these experiments have clearly shown the feasibility and suitability of RES as cellular signals. Our own work with the T-REX system has allowed us to more closely mimic endogenous signaling conditions by interrogating privileged RES-sensor proteins under electrophile-limited conditions. Because we have shown that low-occupancy RES modifications of specific sensor proteins are sufficient to drive downstream signaling responses, Threshold 2 has also been passed.
Passing Threshold 3-the "functionality and physiology" threshold-remains a formidable challenge that requires innovative new approaches to surmount. Genetic manipulation, such as knock-in of HaloTag-fused privileged RES sensors or mutation of privileged cysteines housed within endogenous RES-sensors (identified by T-REX or global profiling) may hold the key to proving that RES modifications are physiological cellular signals. A more thorough understanding of the evolution of RES-sensor cysteines formed by phylogenetic analysis of privileged RES-sensors as more are identified may also prove useful in cementing the functional significance of RES to cellular signaling. Ultimately, only time and more diligent work by RES-signaling trailblazers will tell if we will ever 
